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Abstract: All objects in the universe are being organized into a series of hierarchical two-body
systems with gravitation. Within these systems, the two components of a two-body system are orbiting
around the barycentre of this system, and at the same time this system is orbiting around the
barycentre of a superior two-body system.
Since the foundations of Copernican heliocentric system, Kepler’s planetary motional laws, and
Newton’s universal gravitation, it was widely believed that our understanding of the universe has
reached a high-point. However, various evidence shows there still has a big step towards final fact. At
least, the motions of both star and galaxy keep unclear, and the formations of different structures
(satellite, planet, star, galaxy, cluster, etc.) have not been systematically considered. This paper is an
update that was originally published in a proceeding of NPA (Natural Philosophical Alliance) in 2011.
1 Proposition
Because of an unknown significant event, at a special time of t0, small visible matter (assumed to be
ordinary particle) of number N and mass m were evenly distributed in a three-dimensional universe of
total volume V (assumed to be V=XYZ, where X, Y, and Z is infinite) and temperature T0. The density
of ordinary particle is thus written as ρ=Nm/V, and the room each particle occupies in the space is
expressed as S=V/N. If this room is given as a cube, the average distance between any two particles
may be written as L=(V/N)1/3. The evenly distribution of ordinary particles at first determines a
homogeneous and isotropic universe; because of the impulse from another invisible matter, ordinary
particles obtained a kind of random movement; once two particles approach one another close enough,
gravitation leads them to capture each other to form a clump. It is assumed that the power of
gravitation is proportional to the quantity of unit mass, namely R ~ m. When the power of gravitation
between two ordinary particles reaches a threshold of L=(V/N)1/3 <2R, capture begins. Together with
the development of capture, temperature increasingly decreases. The increase of mass in a clump in
turn promotes the power of gravitation of the clump. As the distribution of ordinary particles is
extremely extensive, countless clumps of particles are formed at the same time. And then each clump
due to the impulse of unknown matter continues to approach and capture other clump or individual
particle to form larger clumps, and at a time of t1, a very large lump of particles is eventually
constructed to form a proto-celestial object (Fig.1). At the moment, temperature decreases to T1; As
the distribution of larger clumps is also extensive, many proto-celestial objects are formed at the same
time. These proto-celestial objects are the seeds of stars, planets, and satellites; and then each of these
proto-celestial objects due to the impulse of unknown matter continues to approach and capture other
proto-celestial object or individual particle to form some systems, on large-scale, these systems due to
the impulse of unknown matter continue to approach and capture each other to form larger systems
(Fig.2). By order, all celestial objects at a time of t2 are finally organized into a series of hierarchical
two-body systems we presently meet. At this moment, temperature decreases to T2. As all processes
take place with similar step, this leads to the distribution of the objects in the universe to be
homogeneous and isotropic everywhere. As all objects are connected together through a pattern of
one-capture-one, a series of hierarchical two-body systems are determined (Fig.3). Within these
systems, the two components of each two-body system are orbiting around the barycentre of this
system, and at the same time each two-body system is also orbiting around the barycentre of a superior
two-body system. This kind of hierarchical two-body combination corresponds to a hierarchical
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two-body gravitation, and the gravitation between any two objects follows inverse-square law, namely
F=Km1m2/L2, where F denotes the attractive force, m1 and m2 denote the mass of the two objects, L
denotes the attractive distance between them, and K is coefficient.

Figure 1: The building-up of a primordial celestial object from small units (ordinary particles). Small
ordinary particles are evenly distributed in a three-dimensional universe (A). In which, X→∞, Y→∞,and Z→∞;
Due to the random movements that are from the impulse of another unknown invisible matter, these particles
approach and capture each other to form larger lumps through a pattern of one-capture-one (B, C, D, E) until a
primordial rotational celestial object is formed (F). The primordial celestial object finally evolves into a mature
revolving celestial object (G). Little black arrows in diagram denote the movements of particles and their lumps.
Line between two lumps (particles) denotes gravitation. Red arrows in diagram (B, C, D, E) represent the motions
of the two components of each two-body system, thereby determining a rotational celestial object.
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Figure 2: The building-up of a large system from primordial celestial objects. Some primordial celestial objects
are evenly distributed in a two-dimensional scene (A). Due to the random movements that are from the impulse of
another invisible matter, they approach and capture each other to form a series of two-body systems until a final
association is formed (B, C, D). The association further evolves into a large planar rotational structure (E). Note that
background is set by a spiral galaxy (Photo provided courtesy of NASA). The two components of each two-body
system are orbiting around the barycentre of this system (F). Little black arrows in diagram denote the random
movements of primordial celestial objects and their associations, while red arrows denote the motions of the two
components of each two-body system. Lines between objects denote gravitations. Little black dot represents the
barycentre of each two-body system.
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Figure 3: The associations of large structures and their motions in a supercluster. Every two-body system is
being connected to a superior two-body system with gravitation (marked with black line). Green arrows represent
the motion of each component, and little black dot represents the barycentre of each two-body system. Dashed
circle represents the potential room a hierarchical system occupies in the space, in which large black dot represents
its barycentre .

2 Motions of the Sun and the planets
The Sun, the Mercury, the Venus, the Earth, the Mars, the Jupiter, the Saturn, the Uranus, and the
Neptune form a series of hierarchical two-body systems, in which the Sun and the Mercury form first
two-body system, and at the same time this two-body system and the Venus form second two-body
system, by order, the seventh two-body system and the Neptune form the eighth two-body system.
Within these systems, the two components of each two-body system are orbiting around the barycentre
of this system, and at the same time each two-body system is also orbiting around the barycentre of a
superior two-body system (Fig.4).
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Figure 4: Combination of the Sun and the planets. Dot 1, 2, 3, etc. respectively denote the barycentre of related
two-body system, O does the barycentre of the Sun, and O1 does the barycentre of the Earth-Moon system. Arrow
represents the motion of each component.

Under the hierarchical two-body model, the Sun and the planets (not include the Neptune)
simultaneously take part in some multiple motions, an inevitable result is the motion of planet relative
to the Sun becomes nonuniform. Let’s take the Sun and inner planets to demonstrate. It is assumed
that at a special time the Sun and inner planets reach co-linear. Based on Figure 4, the hierarchical
two-body combinations of the Sun and 4 inner planets may be depicted at the moment (Fig.5). The
length of Oa, ab, bc, cd, aMe, bV, cE, and dMa are freely set as 0.01l, 0.04l, 0.06l, 0.005l, 0.37l, 0.7l,
1.0l, and 1.45l, where aMe, bV, cE, and dMa are respectively the orbital radius of the Mercury, the
Venus, the Earth, and the Mars, The orbital period of the first two-body system, the second two-body
system, the third two-body system, and the fourth two-body system is set as 87.9 days, 224.71 days,
365.256 days, and 687 days, respectively. The orbits of inner planets relative to the Sun are then
worked out (Fig.6). It can be found that except for the Mercury, the Venus (Earth/Mars) cannot return
to exactly the same position at the end of each period. Instead, on a given day of its year, there is some
advanced or delayed from its location of the year previous.
For the Earth, the non-uniformity of its motion may be represented with the Sun’s apparent motion
(relative to the background of fixed stars). For the Mercury and the Venus, it may be represented with
the variations of their greatest elongations. Based on Figure 5, the angular distance of the Mercury
(Venus) relative to the Sun may be worked out (Fig.7). It can be found that the greatest elongations of
the two planets are irregular with the passage of time. In practice, the inclinations between the orbits
of the Mercury, the Venus, and the Earth may greatly disturb the variations of these angular distances.
For the Mars, it may be indirectly represented with the Mars’s synodic period. Based on Figure 5, the
time that takes the Sun, the Earth, and the Mars to get in a line is calculated (Tab.1(I)). It can be seen
that, during a span of 20 years (about 7300 days), the synodic period of the Mars is changeable from
778 days to 783 days. Within a synodic period, there are two chances for the Sun and the Mars to
reach co-linear. Clearly, from the starting point it takes 396 days to make the Sun and the Mars
become first co-linear, and then takes 383 days to make them become second co-linear, the time
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difference between the two co-linear events is 13 days. Similar time differences are frequent in the
following co-linear events. In practice, the inclinations between the orbits of inner planets may partly
disturb the time of these conjunctions. Data from horizon system (Tab.1(II)), which is believed to be
equal to observation, really show this feature of time difference. Within the past 20 years (from 1990
to 2010), the synodic period of the Mars performs a noticeable variation from 764 days to 806 days.

Figure 5: Co-linear distribution of the Sun and inner planets at a special moment. O, a, b, c, and d represent
respectively the barycentre of the Sun, the first two-body system, the second two-body system, the third two-body
system, and the fourth two-body system. Point d is treated as reference. Note that the motions of the Sun and inner
planets are assumed to be co-planar. Arrow represents the motion of each component.
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Figure 6: Orbits of inner planets relative to the Sun. This frame is based on Figure 5. Unit is 1.0 l. A): the Mercury’s
orbits during a span of 4×87.9 days; B) the Venus’s orbits during a span of 4×224.71 days; C): the Earth’s orbits
during a span of 4×365.256 days; D) the Mars’s orbits during a span of 4×687 days. ①,②,③,④, and ⑤ are the
planet’s position at the end of each period, respectively.

Figure 7: Angular distance of the Mercury (Venus) relative to the Sun. This frame is based on Figure 5. Note it
records 1000 days for the Mercury and 3000 days for the Venus.
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Table 1: Morphological comparison of the synodic period of Mars
I Simulation
II Data from NASA’s horizon system
A

Ai+1-Ai

i

days

1

1

2

397

396

3

780

383

4

1170

390

5

1562

392

6

1946

384

7

2340

394

8

2740

400

Ai+2-Ai

days

9

3120

380

10

3508

388

11

3902

394

12

4284

382

13

4680

396

14

5079

399

15

5459

380

16

5850

391

17

6242

392

779
782
778
780
782
778
779
783

B

Bj+1-Bj

Bj+2-Bj

III Relation

j

date

1

1990-Nov-28

1

days
Opposition

2

1991-Nov-08

345

Conjunction

3

1993-Jan-08

427

4

1993-Dec-27

353

5

1995-Feb-12

412

6

1996-Mar-05

387

7

1997-Mar-17

377

8

1998-May-13

422

9

1999-Apr-25

347

10

2000-Jul-02

434

11

2001-Jun-14

347

12

2002-Aug-11

423

13

2003-Aug-29

383

14

2004-Sep-16

384

15

2005-Nov-07

417

16

2006-Oct-23

350

17

2007-Dec-25

428

772

Opposition
Conjunction

765

Opposition
Conjunction

764

Opposition
Conjunction

769

Opposition
Conjunction

781

Opposition
Conjunction

806

Opposition
Conjunction

801

Opposition
Conjunction

778

Opposition

And within any synodic period, the time of successive conjunctions is also different. It should be kept
in mind that the consideration above is morphological only, an accurate resolution strictly depends on
many parameters such as mass ratio of the Sun and every planet, planetary orbital period, planetary
orbital radius, planetary orbital inclination, etc. A detailed determination on the motions of the Sun and
the planets will be shown in the following papers. According to Figure 4 and 6, it can be found that the
planets (not include the Mercury) in motion can periodically near or leave from the Sun. As every
planet orbits a centre with uniform motion and there are multiple motions between the Sun and the
planets (not include the Mercury), the position of the Sun relative to the centre of planetary orbit may
be depicted (Fig.8). It is assumed that the Venus (the Earth, the Mars, etc.) orbits point 2 (3, 4, etc.)
with uniform motion, where point 2 (3, 4, etc) is the barycentre of the second (third, fourth, etc.)
two-body system, respectively, and that the Sun is approximately located in position O1 or O2 or O3 at
the moment when the Venus (the Earth, the Mars, etc.) moves from m to n during a time of △t. It can
be inferred that, if the Sun is at position O1, arc mn forms ∠mO1n for the Sun, and if the Sun is at
position O3, arc mn forms ∠mO3n for the Sun. Due to arc mn =∠m2n×2q ≈∠mO1n×O1q≈∠
mO3n×O3q, and O1q <2q < O3q, therefore, ∠mO3n <∠m2n <∠mO1n. This means, the Venus (the
Earth, the Mars, etc.) moves fast in perihelion (namely, with a large angular velocity) and slow in
aphelion (namely, with a small angular velocity).
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Figure 8: Positional distributions of the Sun and the planet (not include the Mercury). Large circle is the orbit of
the Venus (the Earth, the Mars, etc.). This frame is based on figure 4, and point 2 (3,4, etc.), which is the barycentre of
the second (third, fourth, etc.) two-body system, is employed to act as reference. Note the distance is not proportional.

The angular momentum of the solar system is treated as below.
The angular momentum L of an object of mass M moving in a circle of radius R, with linear speed V is
given by L= M VR. Based on Figure 4, we can then get
L11 = M11V11R11, L12 = M12V12R12
L21 = M21V21R21, L22 = M22V22R22
L31 = M31V31R31, L32 = M32V32R32
L41 = M41V41R41, L42 = M42V42R42
L51 = M51V51R51, L52 = M52V52R52
L61 = M61V61R61, L62 = M62V62R62
L71 = M71V71R71, L72 = M72V72R72
L81 = M81V81R81, L82 = M82V82R82
Where
L11and L12 respectively denote the angular momentum of the two components of the first twobody system, L21 and L22 do respectively the angular momentum of the two components of the second
two-body system, etc..
M11 and M12 denote respectively the mass of the two components of the first two-body system,
M21 and M22 denote respectively the mass of the two components of the second two-body system, etc..
V11 and V12 denote respectively the orbital (linear) speed of the two components of the first
two-body system, V21 and V22 denote respectively the orbital (linear) speed of the two components of
the second two body-system, etc..
R11 and R12 denote respectively the orbital radius of the two components of the first two-body
system, R21 and R22 denote respectively the orbital radius of the two components of the second two
body-system, etc..
Where
M11=MSun, M12=MMercury
M21=MSun+ MMercury, M22=MVenus
M31=MSun+ MMercury + MVenus, M32=MEarth
M41=MSun+ MMercury + MVenus + MEarth, M42=MMars
M51= MSun+ MMercury + MVenus + MEarth + MMars, M52=MJupiter
M61= MSun+ MMercury + MVenus + MEarth + MMars + MJupiter, M62=MSaturn
M71= MSun+ MMercury + MVenus + MEarth + MMars + MJupiter + MSaturn, M72=MUranus
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M81= MSun+ MMercury + MVenus + MEarth + MMars + MJupiter + MSaturn + MUranus, M82=MNeptune
MSun, MMercury, MVenus, MEarth, MMars, MJupiter, MSaturn, MUranus,and MNeptune denote respectively the
mass of the Sun, the Mercury, the Venus, the Earth, the Mars, the Jupiter, the Saturn, the Uranus, and
the Neptune.
The total angular moment of the solar system may then be expressed as
Ltotal= L11+ L12+ L21+ L22+ L31+ L32+ L41+ L42+ L51+ L52+ L61+ L62+ L71+ L72+ L81+ L82
Now let us consider the angular momentum proportion that the Sun accounts for in the solar
system. Within a two-body system the angular momentum of one component is always equal to that of
another component, there will be
L11= L12
L21= L22
L31= L32
L41= L42
L51= L52
L61= L62
L71= L72
L81= L82
And then,
L11+ L21+ L31+ L41+ L51+ L61+ L71+ L8 = L12+ L22+ L32+ L42+ L52+ L62+ L72+ L82
And because the Sun’s mass is far larger than that of any planet, there would be
M81≈M71≈M61≈M51≈M41≈M31≈M21≈M11=MSun
And V12 (V22, etc.,) and R12 (R22, etc.,) may be approximately treated as the orbital speed and
radius of the Mercury (Venus, etc.,) about the Sun.
And then,
L11+ L21+ L31+ L41+ L51+ L61+ L71+ L81 = MSun (V11R11+ V21R21+ V31R31+ V41R41+ V51R51+ V61R61+
V71R71+ V81R81) = LSun
Where LSun denotes the Sun’s total angular momentum in the solar system.
LSun = L11+ L21+ L31+ L41+ L51+ L61+ L71+ L81
= L12+ L22+ L32+ L42+ L52+ L62+ L72+ L82
≈(MMercuryVMercuryRMercury + MVenusVVenusRVenus + MEarthVEarthREarth + MMarsVMarsRMars +
MJupiterVJupiterRJupiter + MSaturnVSanturnRSanturn + MUranusVUranusRUranus+ MNeptuneVNeptuneRNeptune
Where
VMercury (VVenus, etc.,) and RMercury (RVenus, etc.,) denote respectively the orbital speed and orbital
radius of the Mercury (Venus, etc.) about the Sun.
As the angular momentum of each component of a two-body system holds half the angular momentum
of the system, thus, the Sun’s total angular momentum should be up to 50% of the total angular
momentum of the solar system. According to Figure 4, the Sun takes part in multiple motions at the
same time. But practically, an earthly observer sees the Sun only an average of these multiple motions.
In particular, if the Sun’s mass is very large, the barycentre of each two-body system must very near to
the centre of the Sun’s body, and the Sun’s motion will become unnoticeable or even invisible.
In the past people didn’t know this kind of hierarchical two-body combination between the Sun and
the planets, the Sun’s rotation was widely misused to account for the angular momentum of the
planets. Let us demonstrate why the Sun’s rotation is out of place. We know, the Earth and the Moon
form a two-body system, in which both the Earth and the Moon are orbiting around the barycentre of
this system, and at the same time the Earth orbits around its axis. Undoubtedly, the Moon’s revolution
is responsible for by the Earth’s revolution (around that barycentre) but not by the Earth’s rotation
(around its axis), the Moon’s revolution angular momentum is anytime balanced by the Earth’s
revolution angular momentum. The Moon looks like orbiting the Earth, the planet also looks like
orbiting the Sun, the Earth orbits around its axis, the Sun also orbits around its axis, but the Earth’s
rotation does not account for the Moon’s revolution, same/similar motion must be responsible for by
same/similar physics, therefore, the Sun’s rotation also should not account for the planet’s revolution.
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3 Motions of stars (galaxies) in a galaxy (cluster)
The bulge (as a body) of a galaxy and its nearest star (or multiple stellar system) form first two-body
system, and at the same time this two-body system and its second nearest star (or multiple stellar
system) form second two-body system, by order, all stars are organized into a series of hierarchical
two-body systems. Within each two-body systems, the two components are orbiting around the
barycentre of their mass, and at the same time this two-body system is orbiting around the barycentre
of a superior two-body system. The multiple stellar system also consists of a series of hierarchical
two-body systems. The velocity profile of stars of a galaxy is determined as follows:
It is assumed that star a (may be the bulge), b, c, d, e, f, g, and h in a disc galaxy are organized into a
series of hierarchical two-body systems, in which star a and b form first two-body system, and at the
same time the first two-body system and star c form second two-body system, by order, the sixth
two-body system and star h form the final two-body system. Within every two-body system the two
components are orbiting the barycentre of their mass (Fig.9(A)). The orbital velocities of these stars
are determined as below. Their masses are given as 100m, 10m, 20m, 10m, 30m, 10m, 25m, and 15m,
respectively, and the distances from them to galaxy’s centre are defined as 0.2r, 0.4r, 0.6r, 0.8r, 1.0r,
1.2r, 1.4r, and 1.6r, respectively. To derive the coordinate of each star, we treat the barycentre of a
final two-body system (Point O7) as the center of this galaxy, and this center is further treated as an
origin to set a rectangular plane coordinate system (Fig.9(B)).

Figure 9: Modelling the motions of stars in galaxy. A): A modelling distribution of sample stars in a disc galaxy.
Point O1, O2, O3, O4, O5, O6, and O7 are the barycentre of each two-body system, respectively. The black line represents
gravitation. Arrows denote the motional directions of stars and related two-body systems in space. Background image is
by the courtesy of NASA; B): A Cartesian coordinate system is set for these sample stars. Point O7 is selected to be the
origin of this system.

We further assumed that the inclinations of star a, b, c, d, e, f, g, and h to the positive x axis are
120°, 200°, 280°, 240°, 310°, 25°, 75°, and 150°, respectively. And then the coordinates of these stars
are worked out as follows:
ya = Lo7a × sin 120° = +0.17321r
a: xa = Lo7a ×cos 120° = −0.10000r
yb = Lo7b × sin 200° = −0.13681r
b: xb = Lo7b × cos 200° = −0.37588r
yc = Lo7c × sin 280° = −0.59088r
c: xc = Lo7c × cos 280° = +0.10419r
yd = Lo7d × sin 240° = −0.69282r
d: xd = Lo7d × cos 240° = −0.40000r
ye = Lo7e × sin 310° = −0.76604r
e: xe = Lo7e × cos 310° = +0.64279r
yf = Lo7f × sin 25° = +0.50714r
f: xf = Lo7f × cos 25° = +1.08757r
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g: xg= Lo7g × cos 75° = +0.36235r
yg = Lo7g × sin 75° = +1.35230r
h: xh = Lo7h × cos 150° = −1.38564r yh = Lo7h × sin 150° = +0.80000r
where Lo7a = 0.2r, Lo7b = 0.4r, Lo7c = 0.6r, Lo7d = 0.8r, Lo7e = 1.0r, Lo7f = 1.2r, Lo7g = 1.4r,
Lo7h = 1.6r.
As the momentum of the two components of each two-body system are always conservative,
along with the property of algebra and geometry, the coordinates of point O1, O2, O3, O4, O5, and O6
may also be calculated as follows:
xO6 = − 0.10139r
yO6 = + 0.05850r
yO5 = + 0.25450r
xO5 = − 0.06514r
yO4 = + 0.29930r
xO4 = − 0.00500r
yO3 = + 0.19930r
xO3 = + 0.13167r
xO2 = + 0.11103r
yO2 = + 0.16130r
yO1 = + 0.08320r
xO1 = + 0.15016r
In the calculation, as the mass of both star a and b is respectively given, to maintain a dynamic
stability for the system, the presumed position of star a needs to be corrected, namely
xa1 = xO1 + mb(xO1+ xb)/ma = + 0.12758r
ya1 = yO1 + mb(yO1 + yb)/ma = + 0.07780r
Lo7a1 = 0.14945r
Based on the coordinates of these stars and related positions, the distance between two
components of a two-body system and the orbital radius of each component are worked out. In every
two-body system, the motion of each component is determined by the mass of another component and
the distance between them. This may therefore fit to a dynamical equation:
(1)
km1m2/r12= m2v22/r2
The left hand represents the attractive force undergone by one component from another, the right
hand represents the centrifugal force that is created due to the curved motion of this component around
a center point, and m1 and m2 respectively represent the mass of each component of a two-body system,
k is coefficient, r1 represents the distance between the two components, and r2 represents orbital radius
that m2 revolves around the barycentre of this system. After a simplification,
v2=(km1r2/r12)1/2
(2)
It is significant to keep in mind that if one component of this two-body system also consisted of
a series of subordinate hierarchical two-body systems, the gravitational force undergone by another
component should be determined by the mass of all components in the subordinate two-body system.
For instance, star e is one component of the fourth two-body system, and another component of this
system consisted of a series of subordinate two-body systems that include star a, b, c, and d. Thus, the
total gravitational force undergone by star e in the fourth two-body system is determined by the mass
of star a, b, c, and d, and by the distance from star e to the barycentre of the third two-body system,
namely
(3)
F=k(ma+mb+mc+md)me/Lo3e2
As star e is revolving around O4 and its orbital radius is Lo4e, therefore, the centrifugal force
aroused by its curved motion may be written as meve2/Lo4e. And then,
(4)
ve=(kLo4e(ma+mb+mc+md))1/2/ Lo3e
According to equation (1), (2), (3), and (4), the orbital velocities of these stars are worked out
(Tab.2). It can be found that, except for star a, the velocities of other stars are nearly equal in
magnitude (a flat velocity profile). In the simulation the mass of star a is setted as 100m, which
accounts for 45.45% the total mass of all sample objects. In addition, the distance from the barycentre
of each two-body system to the centre of galaxy is less than 0.184r, and the distance of star a to the
centre of galaxy after a correction is 0.15r, this suggests that, if the body of star a is large enough, the
barycentres of all two-body systems may approximately lie in the body of star a. As star a has a
massive mass and the barycentre of each two-body system is invisible, it is feasible to treat the
position of star a as the centre of that galaxy. Also note that, because all stars are organized into a
series of hierarchical two-body systems to orbit, the motion of a superior two-body system naturally
arouses the objects of some surbordinate two-body systems to move, this may partly moderate the
motions of these stars. The simulation here indicates that the motion of star in a galaxy is determined
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by these stars that are interior to the region of that star but not by the galaxy’s bulge itself. As the
galaxies of a cluster are also orgninzed into a series of hierarchial two-body systems to orbit, the flat
velocity profile could be suited for the galaxies in a cluster if their mass distribution is extensive,
similar to that of these sample stars in a galaxy. This kind of flat velocity profile morphologically
keeps consistent with the observed motions of stars and galaxies [1-5]. But return to the solar system,
because the major mass is extremely concentrated on the Sun, a falling velocity profile is determined
for the planets.
Table 2: Parameters of related stars that are used in the model

M
F
r1
(r)
(m)
(km2r-2)
a
0.2(0.15)
100
3338.36
b
0.4
10
3338.36
c
0.6
20
4819.25
d
0.8
10
1312.23
e
1.0
30
3520.31
f
1.2
10
1374.38
g
1.4
25
3242.21
h
1.6
15
1398.31
r1 = the distance from the object to the center of the galaxy;
M = the mass of each object;
F = the total attractive force encountered by each object;
r2 = orbital radius of each object;
v = the orbital velocity.
Object

r2
(r)
0.02
0.55
0.68
1.00
1.09
1.11
1.18
1.48

v
( (kmr-1)-1/2)
0.88
13.52
12.76
11.43
11.32
12.36
12.36
11.76

4 Spectral lines of distant galaxies
Under this hierarchical two-body model, the clusters in local universe may be abstracted (simplified)
into a series of hierarchical two-body systems to orbit, and the galaxies in the cluster may be further
abstracted into a series of subordinate hierarchical two-body systems to orbit. As shown in Figure 10,
from the view of our Milky way, there are many relative hierarchical two-body motions between the
Milky Way and the galaxies in other clusters. As stated in the proposition, a series of hierarchical
two-body gravitations are responsible for these hierarchical motions. Thus, if a photon is emitted from
a galaxy to reach us, it needs to overcome a series of hierarchical motions (namely fight against a
series of hierarchical two-body gravitations) at the same time. This means that the more distant a
galaxy from us (the Milky Way), the more relative hierarchical two-body motions between the galaxy
and us, and the more hierarchical two-body gravitations the photons emitted from the galaxy need to
fight against so as to reach us. If all the photons have same level energy when they are emitted from
their galaxies, and then, the photons that are emitted from distant galaxies should expend more energy
in travel than those that are emitted from near galaxies. This may lead to their wavelength to lengthen
(spectral lines redshifts).
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Figure 10: Modeling the combinations of clusters and their galaxies. The field is three-dimensional, in which, X→
∞, Y→∞,and Z→∞ a, b, c, d, e, and f represent clusters, while c1, c2, etc., d1, d2, etc., e1, e2, etc., represent the
galaxies that form clusters. Red arrow denotes the motion of each component in a two-body system, while black arrow
denotes the shrinkage of a system due to the effect of gravitation. Point 1, 2, 3, etc., 11, 12, etc., 21, 22, etc., 31, 32, etc.,
represent the barycentre of each two-body systems. The observer (marked with red star) is at the position of the Milky
Way Galaxy. Large dashed circle represents the boundary of the field of vision, while small dashed circle represents the
boundary of both primary galaxy and their satellites.

In detail, each photon is given an initial energy E0 when emitted, a photon emitted from a distant
galaxy (located in cluster 1) in travel expends an energy Ed, and another photon emitted from a near
galaxy (located in local group) in travel expends an energy En. The two photons respectively keep an
energy E0-Ed and E0-En when they reach us (the Milky Way). Due to Ed > En because there are more
relative hierarchical two-body motions between the distant galaxy and us than that between the near
galaxy and us, which requires the photon from the distant galaxy to fight against more hierarchical
two-body gravitation than the photon from the near galaxy, and then, (E0-Ed) < (E0-En). According
to a relationship between the energy of a photon and light E= hc/λ (where h is Planck's constant, c is
the speed of light, and λ is the wavelength of light), there will be hc/λd < hc/λn, and then, λd >λn (where
λd and λn represent respectively the wavelength of the two photons). This indicates that the wavelength
of the photon that is emitted from distant galaxy is larger than that of the photon that is emitted from
near galaxy when they reach us. In other words, the wavelength of the photon emitted from distant
galaxy has redshift more than that of the photon emitted from near galaxy. This redshift is a result of
gravitation. As the effect of gravitation is to drag objects to approach each other, therefore the two
components of each two-body system under the effect of gravitation are approaching increasingly.
Because all the planets, stars, galaxies, and clusters are being organized into a series of hierarchical
two-body systems to orbit, this determines that, under the effect of gravitation, a series of hierarchical
two-body approaches are making stellar systems, galaxies, and clusters shrink simultaneously. These
approaches mean that the gravitations from these hierarchical two-body systems to a photon are being
increasingly increased based on inverse-square law, the increase of gravitation further means that the
subsequent photon emitted from a distant galaxy needs to spend more energy than the previous photon
to reach the Milky Way, and thereby determines its spectral line to towards more red with the passage
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of time. It may be inferred from Figure 10 that due to the successive size shrinkages of these
hierarchical two-body systems, all clusters and galaxies are becoming smaller and smaller, the
universe therefore looks like more and more void with the passage of time. In this sense, all distant
galaxies appear to increasingly depart from us.
Table 3 shows the redshifts of the galaxies in local group and the nebulae from Hubble’s observation.
For the 26 satellite galaxies of local group, they are gravitationally dominated by the Milky Way, the
Andromeda, and the Triangulum, respectively. The 12 satellite galaxies of the Milky Way have both
redshifts and blueshifts. In contrast, NGC 598 of the Triangulum and almost all satellite galaxies
(excluding Andromeda IV) of the Andromeda perform buleshifts. And for 24 nebulae from Hubble’s
observation, except for 6 nebulae that reside in local group, nearly all nebulae in other clusters
generally display redshifts. As the Milky Way and its satellites form a series of hierarchical two-body
systems to orbit, which is similar to our solar system, the Milky Way is like the Sun, the satellites are
like the planets, hence, every satellite looks like orbiting around the Milky Way, because planets in
motion can approach and depart from the Sun, thus the satellites in motion can also approach and
depart from the Milky Way, this determines the coexistence of the redshifts (for departing satellites)
and blueshifts (for approaching satellites). At the same time, as the Milky Way, the Andromeda, and
the Triangulum also form two superior hierarchical two-body systems, and the two components of
each two-body system are also approaching each other, therefore both the Andromeda and the
Triangulum on the whole are approaching the Milky Way, thereby arousing the blueshifts of their
satellites to be observed. This redshift (blueshift) in local group is mainly a result of Doppler’s effect.
Table 3: Redshifts of both the most galaxies of local group and the nebulae from Hubble’s observation

26 galaxies in local group
Distance
Primary galaxy
Satellite
(mly)
Small Magellanic
1.97
Large Magellanic
1.57
NGC 6822
1.63
Ursa Minor Dwarf
2
Draco Dwarf
2.6
Carina Dwarf
Sextans Dwarf
Sculptor Dwarf
Fornax Dwarf
Leo I
Leo II
Ursa Major Dwarf
The Triangulum
NGC 598
NGC 221
NGC 224
NGC 205
NGC 147
The Andromeda
NGC 185
Andromeda I
Andromeda II
Andromeda III
Andromeda IV
The Milky Way

3.3
2.9
2.9
4.6
8.2
6.9
2
2.81
2.49
2.52
2.69
2.53
2.05
2.4
2.22
2.44
…

Redshift
(km s-1)
+158
+278
-57
-247
-292
+230
+224
+110
+53
+285
-87
-247
-179
-200
-301
-241
-193
-202
-368
-188
-351
+256
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nebulae from Hubble's observation [6]
Primary
Object
r
v
cluster
S.Mag.
0.032 +170
L.Mag.
0.034 +290
N.G.C.6822 0.214 -130
Local
group
598
0.263 -70
221
0.275 -185

Other
cluster

224
5457
4736
5194
4449
4214
3031
3627
4826
5236
1068
5055
7331
4258
4151
4382
4472

0.275
0.45
0.5
0.5
0.63
0.8
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
1
1.1
1.1
1.4
1.7
2
2

-220
+200
+290
+270
+200
+300
-30
+650
+150
+500
+920
+450
+500
+500
+960
+500
+850

Andromeda V
Pegasus Dwarf

2.52
2.7

-403
-354

Cassiopeia Dwarf
Andromeda IX

2.58
2.5

-307
-216

4486
4649

2
2

+800
+1090

r = distance in unit of 106 parsecs.
v = measured velocity in km./sec.

And then, the people who adhere to the expanding universe should get back to grasp what’s from
Hubble’s warning in 1936, “if redshift are not primarily due to velocity shift …, there is no evidence of
expansion, no trace of curvature, no restriction of the time scale … and we find ourselves in the
presence of one of the principles of nature that is still unknown to us today … whereas, if redshifts are
velocity shifts which measure the rate of expansion, the expanding models are definitely inconsistent
with the observations that have been made … expanding models are a forced interpretation of the
observational results”[7]. Are large systems (planetary system, stellar system, galaxy, cluster, etc.)
really shrinking? Galaxies and clusters are too distant/large to be measured during a limited time-scale.
However, there are many evidences to show that binary star system, stellar system, and planetary
system are indeed shrinking. The binary star system RX J0806.3+1527, based on data from the
Chandra X-Ray Observatory, are found to be steadily decreasing orbital period at a rate of 1.2
milliseconds per year. The orbital period of binary star Cen X-3 and SMC X-1 is decreasing at a rate
of respectively 1.8×10-6 yr-1 and 3.36×10-6 yr-1[8]. PSR B1913+16 is found to have a rate of
decreasing orbital period of 76.5 microseconds per year, and the rate of decrease of semimajor axis is
3.5 meters per year [9]. Orbital decay was also found in the X-ray binary LMC X-4 and
Binary PSR B2127+11C [10,11]. In recent years many hot giant planets are detected to have very
short-period orbits in distant solar systems. This feature of short-period orbit suggests that these
extrasolar planets could have been giant icy planets formed far enough from their stars that ices could
condense, and then have migrated towards their stars [12-13]. Geological record of coral fossil shows
there were more days per year in the past than in the present, the number of days per year in the early
Middle Devonian Period was measured to be 410, and the number of days per month during this
period was 31.5 [14-16]. A general decrease of the orbital period (radius) of star (planet, satellite)
naturally represents the size shrinkage of a system it lies in. Given the observational limitation in time
and instrument, we still have chance to find more orbital decay events in the future.
5 Appearance of large system
As stated in section 4 that the two components of a two-body system under the effect of gravitation are
increasingly approaching one another. Because planet and its satellites are organized into a series of
hierarchical two-body systems to form a planetary system, star and its planets are also organized into a
series of hierarchical two-body systems to form a stellar system, and stars and stars are further
organized into a series of hierarchical two-body systems to form a galaxy. And then, a series of
successive hierarchical two-body approaches simultaneously take place for the planetary system, the
stellar system, and galaxy. This determines the shapes of these systems to be uniformly planar. Figure
11(A, B, and C) demonstrates such a process. Both object a and b are gradually approaching their
barycentre (point 1), and at the same time this barycentre and object c are also approaching their
(point 2), point 2 and object d are also approaching their barycentre (point 3), point 3 and object e are
also approaching their barycentre (point 4), point 4 and object f are also approaching their barycentre
(point 5). Clearly, with the passage of time, these objects will automatically be constrained to fall
towards a plane marked with MN.
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Figure 11: Modeling the formation of a planar rotational system. Within a three-dimensional space both object a
and b forms first two-body system, and at the same time the barycentre of the first two-body system and object c form
second two-body system, and the barycentre of the second two-body system and object d form third two-body system.
By order, the fourth and fifth two-body systems are formed. In each two-body system, the two components are orbiting
around the barycentre of their mass. Point 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 are the barycentre of the formed two-body systems. Red
arrow denotes the motion of each object (component), thick green arrow does approaching direction between two
objects (components). The circle represents a possible scope of final system.
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Some works had proven that the orbits of the two components of a two-body system are on at plane
[17,18]. The nearest 23 satellites of Saturn have inclinations generally less than 1.6 degrees [19],
while the nearest 8 satellites of Jupiter have inclinations generally no more than 1.1 degrees [20]. All
classical satellites of the Milky Way Galaxy – the eleven brightest dwarf galaxies – lie more or less in
the same plane, they are forming some sort of a disc in the sky [21, 22]. In Coma cluster almost all
galaxies are with planar appearances (Fig.12). It had been observationally confirmed that the majority
of galaxies own ellipse-shaped or spiral-shaped (disc-shaped) light profiles [23,24].

Figure12: An exhibition of planar (disc) rotational galaxies in Coma cluster. Photo provided courtesy of NASA.

6 The problem of Kepler’s elliptical orbit
Kepler's first law states that the orbit of every planet is an ellipse with the Sun at one of the two foci.
Most people have treated this law as irrevocable belief, but for me, it encounters at least three
obstacles.
1) an violation to fundamental physics. So long as one understands the motion of the Earth-Moon
system well, it is not difficult to find the problem of Kepler’s first law. As shown in Figure 13, within
the Earth-Moon system both the Earth (O1) and the Moon (O2) are orbiting about the barycentre (O) of
their mass. For many years we have established this knowledge: the Earth exerts gravitational force
F12 to the Moon, and at the same time the Moon exerts gravitational force F21 to the Earth, if direction
is not considered, F12 = F21. The Moon orbits the barycentre (O) with speed V2, this curved motion
yields centrifugal force F22. The Earth orbits the barycentre (O) with speed V1, this curved motion
yields centrifugal force F12. As centrifugal force F22 may balance gravitational force F12, this
maintains the Moon neither escapes from nor falls on the Earth, similarly, centrifugal force F12 may
balance gravitational force F21, this maintains the Earth neither escapes from nor falls on the Moon.
Undoubtedly, if the Moon ceases motion, under the effect of the Earth’s gravitation it will fall on the
Earth, similarly, if the Earth ceases motion, under the effect of the Moon’s gravitation it will also fall
on the Moon. We have reason to infer, it is this equilibrium of centrifugal force and gravitational force
to preserve a long lifetime for the Earth-Moon system. Now we return to the problem of the Sun and
the planets. Every planet orbits the Sun with a special speed, this curved motion naturally may yield
centrifugal force for the planet. The Sun exerts gravitation to the planet. The balance between
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centrifugal force and gravitation thus maintains the planet neither escaping from nor falling on the Sun.
Kepler’s first law places the Sun at one focus of every planet’s elliptical orbit, which means the Sun
keeps motionless, therefore, under the effect of planet’s gravitation the Sun needs to fall on the planet.
But fact tells us that during a time of more than billions of years the Sun never falls on any of the
planets. Some people could argue that the planet’s gravitation to the Sun may mutually fight against
and reach a state of equilibrium, and thus preserve the Sun not moving. It is impossible because both
the Jupiter and the Saturn, inferred from their huge appearance, hold the majority of the mass of the
planets, and the Jupiter and the Saturn are often at different position of the sky, all the planet’s
gravitations to the Sun cannot reach in equilibrium at any time. Furthermore, based on the established
parameters of planetary mass and orbital radius, the gravitation of the Jupiter to the Sun is more than
10 times the sum of the gravitations of all other planets to the Sun. Provided that these other planets
are together placed at the opposite of the Jupiter, their gravitations to the Sun still are not enough to
balance the Jupiter’s gravitation to the Sun. If the Sun keeps motionless (which cannot create a
centrifugal force to balance the Jupiter’s gravitation), it will soon fall on the Jupiter.

Figure 13: Modelling the motions of the Earth-Moon system. O, O1, and O2 represent the barycentre of the
Earth-Moon system, the Earth, and the Moon, respectively. Large dashed circle and small one are respectively the orbit
of the Moon and the Earth.

2) an uncertainty of logic. Most people are familiar with Kepler’s first law, but know less about
the process that Kepler deduced the law. Kepler used the observation of the Mars (taken by Tycho
Brahe) to work. As the Mars’s observation was made from the view of the Earth, the Earth’s motion
must be determined firstly and accurately. Kepler made use of the data that were observed at the
Mars’s year and a geometric method to determine the shape of the Earth’s orbit. As shown in Figure
14(A), observation begins at the moment when the Sun (S), the Earth (E), and the Mars (M) are
co-linear. In Kepler’s mind, after one Mar’s year (687d, approximate to be 1.88a), the Mars returns to
the same position of its orbit, and the Earth cannot return to its initial position. Reference to the
background of fixed stars, both the line of sight from the Earth to the Sun and the line of sight from
the Earth to the Mars may be plotted out. As shown in Figure 14(B), the intersecting point of the two
lines is a point (E1) that lies in the Earth’s orbit. Again, the data that was taken after second Mar’s year
was used to plot another point (E2) that also lies in the Earth’s orbit. Kepler repeatedly deal with a
series of data that were taken at successive Mars’s years and finally determined that the Earth’s orbit
is nearly a circle and the Sun is slightly deviated from the center of the circle. After that, Kepler used
the Earth’s orbit to resolve the Mars’s orbit. Kepler believed that every other Mar’s year the Mars is at
the same position of its orbit, but the Earth lies in two different positions of its orbit. As show in
Figure 14(C), Kepler thought that, from these two positions (E1 and E2) to plot two lines of sight
(directed to the Mars), the intersecting point of the two lines must be in the orbit of the Mars. Kepler
made use of 10 pairs of data that were taken by Tycho Brahe between 1520 and 1597 and worked out
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10 positions for the Mars. By means of a simple trigonometric calculation, the distance (SM) from the
Sun to the Mars was obtained. Kepler found that these 10 positions cannot plot out a circle. He then
considered ellipse or oval line to fit to the Mar’s orbit, finally, ellipse was chose [25].

Figure 14: The methods Kepler used to determine the orbits of the Earth and the Mars.

What’s the trouble with Kepler’s work? Clearly, Kepler thought that the Sun is motionless, and
that the distance from the Sun to the Mars after one Mar’s year keeps constant. The Sun is motional,
this point had been confirmed since the time of Ptolemy or even earlier. Matter is motional, this is a
philosophical proposition that had been proven for thousands of years. Kepler thus made a wrong
assumption for the Sun. After one Mar’s year, it is unclear whether the Mars returns to the same
position of its orbit or not. Let us take a short discussion. As shown in Figure 15 (A), as the Mars’s
orbit keeps tilt to the ecliptic, when the Mars firstly runs through the ecliptic at position a, after a time
of 687 days it is likely to run through the ecliptic at position a or b or c provided that its orbit
horizontally takes a slight motion but vertically keeps stable. For an earthly observer, even though the
Earth stays on the ecliptic, due to the inclination between equator and ecliptic, it is very difficult for
him to perceive this motion, instead, he sees the Mars appears to complete a latitudinal circulation of
360o during this period. Actually, Kepler knew∠SE1M (∠SE2M), which was measured by Tycho
Brahe and could be reliable, but due to the uncertainty of the positions of both the Sun and the Mars,
the distance from the Sun to the Mars cannot be obtained accurately. As a result, Kepler’s
determination on the shape of the Earth’s orbit is unreliable. Because of the uncertainty of the shape of
the Earth’s orbit and the uncertainty of the positions of both the Sun and the Mars after every other
Mars’s year, the distance from the Sun to the Mars cannot be worked out, even if ∠SE1M (∠SE2M)
had been known. In fact, the distance from a planet to the Sun cannot be obtained accurately. For an
earthly observer (E), the Sun (S) and the planet (P) are only two positional points at the background of
fixed stars, and each of the two points is in the direction of the line of sight of the observer. As shown
in Figure 15(B), the Sun (planet) likely lies in position S1(P1) or S2 (P2) or S3 (P3), but the observer
completely cannot differentiate any of them. This is a realistic difficulty in astrometry. The angle∠
SEP may be measured. Trigonometrically, to obtain SP, one still needs to know SE or PE and to know
∠ESP or∠EPS. Because of the uncertainty of position S(P), any of SE, PE, ∠ESP, and∠EPS
cannot be known. In addition to this, the orbital period of the Mars still keeps uncertain, even though
many people have accepted 687 days. One should keep in mind that the orbital period of a planet is
measured by latitudinal position but not by longitudinal position. For the Mars, how to define it
finishing a latitudinal circulation around the ecliptic is another problem. For an earthly observer the
Mars’s eclipticlatitude speed is less than 0.02o per day. If one uses the ecliptic to act as reference (the
ecliptic is assumed to be formed by the Sun’s apparent motion), the latitudinal width of the ecliptic is
about 0.5o, which is represented by the Sun’s angular diameter. The Mars totally needs to take 25 days
to run through the ecliptic. It is very difficult for an earthly observer to accurately determine the time
that the Mars just passes an imaginary ecliptic’s center line, especially if the Sun is longitudinally
distant to the Mars. If the fixed star is used to act as reference, the error will become even larger.
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Figure 15: A) the Mar’s orbit is projected on the background of fixed stars; B) a schematic distribution of the
Sun, an planet, and the Earth in the sky.

3) an antagonism to sense. Based on Kepler’s law, the eccentricity of orbit of the Mercury, the
Venus, the Earth, and the Mars is 0.206, 0.007, 0.017, and 0.093, respectively, the distances from
these planets to the Sun gradually increase from 0.42 AU to1.52 AU. Clearly, the shapes of these
orbits are extremely irregular relative to the distance from the planet to the Sun. According to
Newton’s idea, the Sun’s gravitation determines planet’s motion (also orbit) and the Sun’s gravitation
to planet is proportional by distance (inverse-square law). So, it is very strange why the Mars’s orbit is
more eccentric than the Earth’s orbit (the Earth’s orbit is more eccentric orbit than the Venus’s orbit).
Does the Jupiter (the Saturn) work the Mars’s orbit to be so eccentric provided that Newton’s law of
universal gravitation is reliable? Kepler’s elliptical law defines the shape of a planet’s orbit to be
constant, but the direction of every conjunction of the Jupiter and the Mars, in which the Jupiter ,au
provide the strongest or weakest gravitation to the Mars, is randomly distributed in the space, it is
difficult for us to link them together. In fact, Kepler’s elliptical orbit never be confirmed
observationally.
7 The problem of Newton’s universal gravitation
Newton's law of universal gravitation states that every point mass in the universe attracts every other
point mass with a force. In fact, throughout Newton’s natural philosophical principle, one cannot find
any strong reason to infer the existence of universal gravitation. Newton employed the following
statements, “Lastly, if it universally appears, by experiments and astronomical observations, that all
bodies about the Earth gravitate towards the Earth, and that in proportion to the quantity of matter
which they severally contain; that the Moon likewise, according to the quantity of its matter,
gravitates towards the Earth; that, on the other hand, our sea gravitates towards the Moon; and all
the planets one towards another; and the comets in like manner towards the Sun; we must, in
consequence of this rule, universally allow that all bodies whatsoever are endowed with a principle of
mutual gravitation”(Rule III, Rules of reasoning in philosophy, Book Three system of the word,
Originally translated by Andrew Motte). Indeed, all bodies about the Earth gravitate towards the Earth,
and the Moon gravitates towards the Earth. However, no observation or appearance can conclude that
all the planets one gravitates towards another. This is entirely a speculation. Some people think that
the discovery of the Neptune is a validation to universal gravitation. Perhaps, this is only a
coincidence. As for the tide, Newton’s explanation on it is unsatisfied with observational results and
theoretical considerations. If someone wants to know why Newton’s understanding (the Moon’s
gravitation determines tide) is questionable, ok, I say a little here, as you see, if gravitation is the cause
of sea tide, the Sun’s gravitation to a mass point (sea water) of the Earth is more than 170 times the
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Moon’s gravitation to that mass point (sea water) according to established parameters and Newton’s
inverse-square law, the tide formed in the sea, therefore, should exhibit a stronger correlation with the
Sun’s motion than that with the Moon’s motion. However, many established facts clearly show that
the Moon’s motion correlates with sea tide stronger than the Sun does. The diurnal, monthly, and
annual variations of the tide determine that tide is indeed correlated with the Moon’s motion and the
Sun’s motion. That’s to say, sea tide is correlated with the Moon’s motion and the Sun’s motion but
not with their gravitations. A possible explanation will be shown in the following papers.
Newton in the principle further wrote that all stars in space are evenly distributed, and the mutual
attractions between these stars at the same time are counteracted by their reverse attractions (see
Proposition XIV in Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica). Clearly, Newton’s motivation is
to employ a kind of mutual force to constrain all stars not moving. In other words, he attempted to
keep accordance with Copernicus’s heliocentric model, which defines that all distant stars are
motionless. Today, the knowledge we accumulated shows that the Sun is not at the center of the
universe, and that all distant stars are motional at any time. Once the heliocentric mode was rejected,
the foundation of universal gravitation will disappear automatically.
As one knows, universal gravitation will inevitably lead to an entanglement between objects. For
instance, under the effect of universal gravitation, the Sun pulls the Earth, the Earth pulls the Moon,
and the Moon pulls the Sun. This is like a state that a snake uses its mouth to seize its tail. This
relation is unimportant for the motions of the Sun, the Earth, and the Moon. Within the universe, there
are countless satellites, planets, stars, galaxies of stars, clusters of galaxies, etc.. From the view of
management, universal gravitation gives them chaos only. Let us take a short demonstration to show
why universal gravitation is useless. For an object that stays on the Earth’s equator, the Earth, the
Moon, and the Sun, the object at the same time takes part in three circular motions: the rotation of the
Earth about its axis, the rotation of the Earth-Moon system about its barycentre , and the revolution of
the Earth-Moon system about the Sun. Every circular motion can form a centrifugal force, which tends
to make the object escape from its orbit. Lest the object escapes from these curved motions, the Earth
needs to exert a gravitational force to the object to balance the first centrifugal force, the Moon needs
to exert a gravitational force to the barycentre of both the object and the Earth to balance the second
centrifugal force, the Sun needs to exerts a gravitational force to the barycentre of the object, the Earth,
and the Moon to balance the third centrifugal force. Undoubtedly, it is unnecessary for the Sun and the
Moon to respectively exert a straight pulling force to the object. Furthermore, for the three of the Earth,
the Moon, and the Sun, if the Sun directly gravitates the Earth, because the Earth and the Moon are
gravitationally tied together, the Sun inevitably via the Earth pulls the Moon. If the Sun further
directly gravitates the Moon, the Moon would be pulled twice. This is a waste of management. In
addition to this, based on established parameters, the Sun’s gravitation to the Moon is about 2.0 times
the Earth’s gravitation to the Moon according to established parameters and Newtonian inverse-square
law. If gravitation is treated to be major cause to govern a circular (curved) motion, the Moon should
orbit about the Sun but not about the Earth.
8 Necessity of the hierarchical two-body model
From the argumentation on the motions of the Earth-Moon system in section 6, we conclude the Sun
needs to move, by which an equilibrium of centrifugal force and gravitational force is formed to
preserve the Sun not falling on planet. However, there are many planets in the solar system, lest the
Sun falls on each of these planets, the Sun’s motion must be arranged reasonably. A method is by
distance to divide the Sun and the planets into hierarchical two-body systems to move. As shown in
Figure 4, the Sun and the Mercury are organized into first two-body system to move, the first
two-body system and the Venus are organized into second two-body system to move, by order, the
Sun and these planets are organized into a series of hierarchical two-body systems to move. One may
see that, within the first two-body system, the Sun orbits around point 1 (the barycentre of the mass of
the Sun and the Mercury), by which a centrifugal force is formed for the Sun to balance the Mercury’s
gravitation; within the second two-body system, the Sun and the Mercury, as an integrated body, orbit
around point 2 (the barycentre of the mass of the Sun, the Mercury, and the Venus), by which, a
centrifugal force is formed for the Sun and the Mercury (as an integrated body) to balance the Venus’s
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gravitation; within the eighth two-body system, the Sun, the Mercury, the Venus, the Earth, the Mars,
the Jupiter, the Saturn, and the Uranus, as an integrated body, orbit around point 8 (the barycentre of
the mass of the Sun and these 7 planets), by which a centrifugal force is formed for the Sun and these
7 planets (as an integrated body) to balance the Neptune’s gravitation. On the whole, the Sun
simultaneously participates in the motions of 8 hierarchical two-body systems, which accordingly
creates 8 centrifugal forces to respectively balance the Mercury’s, the Venus’s, the Earth’s, the Mars’s,
the Jupiter’s, the Saturn’s, and the Uranus’s gravitation.
The established knowledge suggests that large structures (planet, star, etc.) are constructed from small
bricks (such as elementary particles). When these small bricks were initially concentrated, they had to
employ a process of one-capture-one. A hierarchical two-body system is naturally determined.
Satellite orbits planet, planet orbits star, and star further orbits galaxy’s center, etc. Clearly, every
object simultaneously participates in a series of hierarchical circular (curved) motions, to prevent this
object escaping from these circular motions, it is necessary to employ some hierarchical gravitational
forces to respectively hold it. In the universe there are countless satellites, planets, stars, galaxies,
clusters, etc., from the view of management, a hierarchical two-body gravitation not only avoids
entanglement but also creates orderliness for them.
Historically, two models were introduced to explain the motions of celestial objects. The first one is
the geocentric model that believes the Earth is the center of the universe and all objects like the Sun,
planets, and distant stars are orbiting around it. The other is the heliocentric model that believes the
Sun is the center of the universe and planets are orbiting around it, and distant stars are motionless.
However, the established facts show that the Sun is absolutely not the center of the universe, and all
stars are in motion. The universe, as detected by WMAP (Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe), is
homogeneous and isotropic everywhere, there is not a physical center. In this point, the heliocentric
model should be replaced. Once the heliocentric model is rejected, the foundation of both Kepler’s
elliptical orbit and Newton’s universal gravitation will automatically disappear. Figure 16 compares
the geocentric model, the heliocentric model, and the hierarchical two-body model. The hierarchical
two-body model, designing a concise way for these objects to move and to be governed, undoubtedly,
is the most perfect.
The hierarchical two-body model may be examined observationally. For a stellar (planetary) system,
because star (planet) often owns major mass of the system, the barycentres of all hierarchical
two-body systems approximately lie in the body of the star (planet), it is very difficult for an earthly
observer to discern this kind of hierarchical two-body combination between star (planet) and its
planets (satellites). Multiple stellar systems may be good candidates. In fact, a large number of
investigations on multiple stellar systems had confirmed the existence of a hierarchical two-body
manner. For instance, Alpha Centauri is composed of a main binary yellow dwarf pair (Alpha
Centauri A and Alpha Centauri B), and an outlying red dwarf, Proxima Centauri. Both A and B form a
physical binary star, and Proxima C and this binary star form a superior two-body system whose orbit
is much larger than that of this binary stars system [26]. Recent observation confirms that many
multiple stars are organized into a young trapezia, and the centre of gravity is not fixed at some point
but moves as the stars change their mutual positions [27].
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Figure 16: A comparison of three models. Under the hierarchical two-body model a subordinate two-body system
is always connected to a superior two-body system with gravitation. For instance, in the solar system the Sun and the
Mercury form first two-body system, and at the same time this two-body system and the Venus form second
two-body system, etc., and dot 1, 2, 3, etc. respectively denote the barycentre of related two-body system, while O
and O1 denote the barycentres of both the Sun and Earth-Moon system, respectively. Dashed circle denotes the
boundary of each hierarchical system. Colour arrow in the circle denotes the motion of a component. Black dot
denotes the barycentre of each two-body system. Black line denotes gravitation.

Here, a conceptual model is introduced to picture the formation of both the stellar system and galaxy:
because of a series of dynamical processes, many proto-celestial objects were simultaneously formed
in space (as proposed in the proposition of this paper). Subsequently these celestial objects due to
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random movement continue to capture each other to form some large systems, in which each system
includes a center body and its families. On large scale, these systems due to random movement
continue to capture each other to form larger systems, in which each includes a center body and its
families. By order, all larger systems due to random movement were automatically organized into a
gigantic system. The solar system is just one of countless families that are organized into a series of
hierarchical two-body systems. As all celestial objects before captured have obtained random
movements in space, they may thus approach each other from different directions, this determines
various orbital declinations for planets and their moons (the co-existence of prograde and retrograde
orbits, for instance), and various poses (like standing, lying, and tilting) for galaxies. But because
every large system (like planetary system, stellar system, and galaxy, etc.) is composed of many
celestial objects that are orderly organized into a series of hierarchical two-body systems, under the
effect of gravitation a series of successive hierarchical approaches between these objects may
constrain them to fall on a common plane, thereby a planar profile is determined anywhere. The initial
combination of these objects is quiet and dark, but due to a continuous approach, the two objects of a
two-body system finally collide together, the collision may release powerful energy. If one of the two
objects is gaseous, this powerful energy may ignite the gaseous object to form a star. As the collision
of two objects is extensive within a series of hierarchical two-body systems, the igniting stars
illuminate a larger system to form a galaxy. As the approach of the two components of each two-body
system is always maintained, smaller structures (if they are galaxies) continue to capture (merge) each
other to form larger structures (if there are clusters). With the passage of time, the collision of two
objects becomes frequent. The collision between star and star (planet) may yield stellar remnants like
gas, while the collision between planet and planet (satellite) may shatter themselves into small
fragments like asteroids and dust. A suitable condition makes these fragments form asteroid belt,
planetary ring, and even comet in a stellar system.
9 Discussion
The Moon apparently orbits about the Earth, but the fact is the Moon orbits about the barycentre of the
Earth-Moon system. As we see it, appearance conceals fact easily. If our cognition is merely stayed in
the point that the planets orbit about the Sun, the truth would still be distant.
The motion non-uniformity of the Sun and the planets had been known since antiquity (for instance,
Ptolemy had recognized it to be real). To account for it, Copernicus developed a heliocentric system
adding epicycle. Kepler, rested on the heliocentric system, introduced an equant and developed an
elliptical orbit. This work, however, introducing a hierarchical two-body system, reaches a point that
the Sun and the planets are being organized into a series of hierarchical two-body systems to orbit. A
combination of hierarchical two-body motions results in a non-uniformity for the Sun and the planets
when they are viewed from the Earth. Due to the existence of the inclinations between planetary orbits,
along with the hierarchical two-body combination, except for the Mercury, the orbit of other planet
relative to the Sun is no longer closed.
In the section 1(Proposition) it is assumed that two bodies due to random movement capture one
another to form a two-body system. Whether this capture succeeds or not is strictly constrained by a
physical condition. As shown in Figure 17, object N due to random movement along path S1 nears to
object M, once the distance between them reaches a threshold, the gravitation from M to N has ability
to fasten N. To preserve N in a curved orbit, at least the gravitation from M to N should be larger than
or equal to the centrifugal force encountered by N. If they are equivalent in magnitude, N will run an
endless circular orbit S2 about O (the barycentre of the two objects), if the gravitation is larger than the
centrifugal force, N will run an endless spiral orbit S3 about O. However, if the difference between the
gravitation and the centrifugal force is infinitesimal, this spiral motion approximates to be uniform
circular motion provided that a short-term behavior is considered. Because of the existence of this
infinitesimal difference between gravitation and centrifugal force, each object may be kept in orbit
with a lifetime of more than billions of years. The orbital decay (decease) of star (planet) we stated in
section 4 is thus a resulting result of endless spiral motion. This suggests that the original random
movement for each object may not be too large, otherwise, gravitation cannot fasten two objects. And
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then, we go back to section 6 to see, the balance of gravitation and centrifugal force in the Earth-Moon
system is only an approximate resolution.

Figure 17: Capture of two objects. KL represents the orbital decay of object N during a period of time. Dashed
circles represent the attractive scope of object M and object N. At time t1, N is with a random movement along the
direction S1. At time t2, capture of the two objects take places. After the capture, the two objects form a two-body
system to orbit about O, which is the barycentre of the two-body system.

Under the hierarchical two-body model, the mass ratio between the Sun and every planet is presently
unknown, this results in a difficulty in making quantitative prediction. Even so, according to Figure 4,
a few qualitative results may be obtained. At the moment, if the Earth, the Venus, and the Mercury are
at the same side of the Sun (Fig. 18(A)), for an earthly observer the Sun is extremely prograde relative
to the background of fixed stars, this yields the quickest motion for the Sun; if both the Venus and the
Mercury are at the opposite of the Sun (Fig.18(B)), for an earthly observer the Sun is extremely
retrograde relative to the background of fixed stars, this yields the slowest motion for the Sun. About
the time of vernal equinox, if both the Venus and the Mercury are just at the right side of the Sun
(Fig.18(C)), the vernal equinox will be more advanced than usual; if both the Venus and the Mercury
are just at the left side of the Sun (Fig.18(D)), the vernal equinox will be more delayed than usual.
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Figure 18: Conjunctions of the Sun, the Venus, and the Mercury. Large dashed circle denotes the Earth’s orbit
relative to point 3, which is the barycentre of the third two-body system based on Figure 4. O, 1, 2, and 3 are
respectively the barycentre of the Sun and related two-body systems. Arrow represents the motion of each
component.

For the last 260 years a number of theories (including the Protoplanet Theory, the Modern Laplacian
Model, the Capture Theory, the Accretion Theory, and the Solar Nebula Disk Model) had been
introduced to describe the formation of the solar system. Woolfson in 1992 reviewed the successes
and failures of these models [28]. So far, the widely accepted Solar Nebula Disk Model is still
surrounded by a series of unresolved problems such as the loss of angular momentum, the
disappearance of the disk, the formation of planetesimals, the formation of giant planets and their
migration, and so on [29-33]. The earlier conceptions of galaxies were derived from Wright [34] and
Kant [35]. The later theories of galaxy formation include top-down models that think proto-galaxies
form in a large-scale simultaneous collapse lasting about one hundred million years [36], and
bottom-up models that think small structures such as globular clusters form first, and then a number of
such bodies accrete to form a larger galaxy [37]. The current galaxy formation theories focus on larger
scale cold dark matter cosmological models [38], and more extensive reviews of this kind of model
can be seen in the publications [39-41]. Even so, the detailed process of galaxy formation is still an
open question in cosmology. These theories, mainly based on Newton’s gravitation, will not be further
considered in this paper. Planetary system (such as the Jovian system), stellar system (such as the solar
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system), and galaxy (such as the Milky Way) are uniformly with planar appearance, and galaxy
consists of stellar systems, stellar system consists of planetary systems, one has reason to infer these
systems are formed by means of a similar physics. This work, by means of a conceptual method of
one-capture-one, uses small bricks (elementary particles) to hierarchically build star (planet), stellar
(planetary) system, galaxy, and cluster, a clear blue print of the formations of these structures is
opened to the public. A detailed process of the formation of the solar system will be shown in the
following papers.
The flat velocity profile of stars (galaxies) [1-5] and the redshifts of distant galaxies [42] are widely
thought to betray the presences of dark matter and dark energy, respectively. This work, however, by
modeling the motions of stars (galaxies) in a galaxy (cluster), along with a semi-analysis of the
spectral lines of distant galaxies, strongly suggests that the assumptions of dark matter and dark
energy should be unwanted.
If ordinary matter relies on gravitational accretion to form larger lumps, this naturally separates
themselves in the space. On the whole, to maintain a continuous accretion, it requires some other form
of matter to exist. This matter may not exert gravitation on ordinary matter, but can offer an impulse
effect, like the random molecule bombardment of Brownian motion, helping separated ordinary matter
to continuously approach each other and to be captured.
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